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Dolidze Ioane

Didi Dighomi

1234 Tbilisi

mobile: (+995) 599 57

93 13

18 years old

Job locations : Tbilisi

Gender : Man

Education : Without high

Experience : Student

You are currently : Student

Industry : Other Sectors

Position : Other

Mobility : Regional

Notice : > 3 months

Contract : Long term, Learning, Statutory, Contract,

student job

Availability : Full Time, Part Time, shift work, Evening,

Night

Evening/night shift English-speaking customer service,

data analysis and etc.

GEO1474580

My name is Ioane Dolidze, live in Tbilisi, Georgia and am currently a sophomore (2nd) year medical student at Tbilisi

State Medical University (TSMU), pursuing the United States Medical Doctor (USMD) program conducted in English. My

availability is strictly limited to the evening and nighttime hours, from 6 PM to 8 AM, as my commitments such as

exams, seminars, labs, and lectures are predominantly scheduled in the mornings. It's important to note that I belong

to the 2028 batch.

In terms of the job description, I am particularly interested in roles that will challenge and engage my exceptional

mental capabilities beyond simple data collection or customer communication tasks. While I am open to performing

these tasks if required, my goal is to contribute meaningfully while making the most of the unique skills and

capabilities, further re�ning them and gaining more insight on the world and myself!
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Customer service  (Employee)

A miscellaneous job that involved assisting customers in purchasing groceries, particularly in the meat

delicacies and cheeses section.

Company : Agrohub,  Tbilisi (Retail / Wholesale)

July, 2023 - August, 2023

Customer service  (Employee)

A miscellaneous job encompassing various tasks such as customer service, hygiene maintenance, waiting, and

more.

Company : Mc Donald’s,  Tbilisi (Restaurants)

May, 2023 - August, 2023

TSMU United States Medical Docter program (Without high)

Sophomore year medical student.

Institution : Tbilisi State Medical University (TSMU),  Tbilisi

2028

English : Fluent

Georgian : Fluent

Russian : Fluent

Work experiences

Education

Languages

CV (pdf) : Download CV
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